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tudents are sometimes ,cry' critical
of aptitude and admissions tests,
which they say focus on trivia, ask
tricky questions, and are not relevant to
what is taught in schools. But such

criticism is easy to dismiss. Who would
expect students to be objective about
tests that can limit their educational

options?
Recently, however, several educational researchers have joined students
in criticizing aptitude and admissions
tests. Slack and Porter (1980) charged
that scores on the Scholastic Aptitude
Test, the most widely used of all such
tests, can be influenced substantially by
coaching programs and that the test is
not very good at predicting college
grades. Jencks and Crouse (1982) con-

eluded that tests such as the SAT do not
measure what we normally mean by
"aptitude" any better than do conventional achievement tests. SAT scores
appear to be just as dependent on home
environment and school quality as are
scores on conventional achievement
tests. And SAT scores are not better
than achievement test scores in predicting success in college and adult life.
These critics of aptitude testing have
taken on one of the important rites in
American education. Every year millions of students take such tests as the

Scholastic Aptitude Test, Graduate Record Examination, and the Law School
Admissions Test. And more than
50,000 students each vear enroll in
commercial coaching schools to prepare
themselves for those tests. Many more
students take coaching courses offered in
their high schools. One survey estimated that one-third of the private and
public schools in the Northeast offered
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some sort of SAT preparation course the other halnd, stated that the SA'I' and
(Aldermia and Powers, 198(i).
similar tests are largel! resistant to the
Teachers and school administrators effects of drill anid practice. The trustees
are naturally interested in knowiig of the College Board, for example, rcmore about the best ways of preparing ported that the average increase to be
students for tests. Questiolns loom inpon expected from intensive coaching on the
all sides:
SAT amounts to less than I standard
* Can performance on aptitude tests deviations, or less than ten points oin the
be influenced bv coaching programs? SAT score-scale of 200 to 800 (College
Are aptitude tests less coachable than Entranlce Examnilationl Board, 1968. p.
achievemrnent tests'
4). They therefore siewed coaching pro* low much coaching is optimal?
grams as a waste of time and imoncy.
T'lhere are at least two reasons for
* What sorts of programs offer the
best preparation for the tests?
these incoisisteicies iii conclihsiolis
* In order to ensure equal access to One is that different rcviewcrs lasXe
coaching, should schools develop their looked at different parts of the literature
own coaching programs ()Orshould they ofn coaching. None of the asailable
encourage enrollment in commercial reviews has come close to including the
I entire range of relevant studies. Allother
courses?
Reviews of research and evaluation problem is that reviewers have not all
findings often investigate these ques- analyzed study results with objective.
tions, but the reviewers have not statistical tools 'The use of such obiccreached a consensus on coaching pro- tive methods forces rexiewcrs to put
grams. Vernon (1954) summarizing the their notions to a quantitative test. Rcfindings of a number of British experts viewers who use less formal methods
in one of the first reviews of thts area, often see what they expect to sec in a
reported that the average effect of coach- collection of results.
Recent research syntheses that we
ing and practice was to increase aptitude
completed recently at the University of
scores by nearly .6 standard deviations,
equivalent to nine points on an IQ Michigan were desigiled to overconie
scale. Vernon pointed out that such an these major problems (Bangert-DLrowns,
effect could be achieved in a remarkably Kulik, and Kulik, in press, Kulik, Banshort time, usually between three and gert-Drowns, and Kulik. in press; Kulik.
nine hours, and recommended that all Kulik, and Bangert-Drowns, in press)
students be coached. Later reviews, on The primary goal of our project was to
evaluate the effectiveness of coachiing
for aptitude tests. But to provide a conRobert L. Bangert-Drowns is Research text for interpreting our major results.
Assistant, James A. Kulik is Research we also included in our analysis studies
Scientist, and Chen-Lin C. Kulik is of practice on aptitude tests and studies
Assistant Research Scientist, Center for of coaching and practice on achievcResearch on Learning and Teaching, ment tests. The pool of studies included
in our analyses was thus unusually
The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
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broad. In anal zing our results. we used
Glass's (19-6) mncta-analtic techniques.
which he developed to improve the
reliabilih, and obiecti-ih of research
reviews.
Method
We located the studies for our analyses
through computer searches of the cducational literature. Iorth studics contained results on practice or retest effects; 38 studies contained results on
coaching for aptitude tests, and 3=)studies contained results on coaching for
achievcmcnt tests. In the practice studies. investigators gave students practice
tests--either parallel or identical to a
criterion test-and then mcasured gains
in scores from the practice test to the
criterion test. In the coaching studies.
investigators cxanmined programs designed to raise test scores by teaching
students relevant infornlation or testtaking skills. The coaching programs
covered such things as familiarization
with

test

instructions,

training

in

"testwiscness," relaxation or anixiet-reduction exercises. and rceices of the
content covered in the tests.
The studies included in the anlalyses
differed from one another in experilmental design and in other key features. \We
created categorical -ariablcs. similar to
those used in pre-ious mecta-anaalyses
(Kulik. Kulik, and Cohen, 1980), to
classi&f the studies according to such
features. We used Glass's index of effect
size ES to transform effects nmeasured on
different tests to a conmnlon scale (Glass,
McCaw, and Smithl 1981). Glass's index gives the number of standard-desiation units that separate the group averages being compared
Effects of Practice
The size of practice effects turned out to
be a function of three factors. 'he first
of these was the similarith
of the practice
and criterion tests. When the hto were
parallel forms of the same test, the effect
of one practice trial was to raise criterion
scores bv .23 standard dev iations. When
practice and criterion tests were identical, the effect of one practice trial swas
to
raise criterion scores by .42 standard
deviations.
It is possible to express these effects in
more familiar terms. T'he standard deviation on most IQ tests is 15 points. and
the standard deviation on most achievement measures is approximately ten
months on a grade-equivalent scale.
The gain from one practice trial on a
parallel test is. therefore, approximately
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three IQ points or two months in gradelevel achievement; the gain from a practice trial on a test identical to the criteri-

on is approximately six IQ points or four
months in grade-level achievement.
The second factor that influenced the
size of gains on the criterion swas the
number of practice tests taken. Effects
increased

regularly

with

increasing

amounts of practice-for both parallel
and identical forms of practice tests and

for both aptitude and achieviement tests.
With practice on parallel forms of an IQ
test. for example. the gain in measured
IQ would be approximately three IQ
points after one practice test. approximatcly sceven IQ points after four prac-

tice tests. and approximlatel
11 IQ
points after seven practice tests.
A third factor influencing results of
practice swasthe ability level of the
students tested. Higher abilit\ students
gained more from practice than did
other students. The relationship bethcen abilith and gains from practice
\was especially clear when the practice
was on a test identical to the criterion.
but it was also noticeable iwhen practice

was gi\cvn oil parallel forms of a test.
Higher ability students are apparentl!
able to grasp the lesson from a simple
practice test more easil- than are lower
ability students: loss abilit students max
need more explicit coaching.
Coaching for Aptitude Tests
Coaching affected student performance
on aptitude tests, but the size of the
effect was a function of two major factors. The first of these was the test oi
which students were being coached.
Coaching programs had different effects
on the SAT than they did oil other
aptitude tests.
The second factor that affected studs
results was the experimental design used
in the stud!. Solme coaching studies
used posttcst-onlv designs. whereas others used pretest-posttest designs. In the
posttest-only studies, no pretesting was
done, and the difference in posttest
scores of the coached experimental
group and uncoached control group iwat
used as the effect of coaching. Pretestposttest studies were more elaborate in
design. In these studies. a pretest was
given to both groups before the beginning of the coaching program. and then
the posttest "was given to both groups at
the completion of the coaching program. The difference in gains for experimental and control groups was taken as
the effect of coaching alone. Pretestposttest studies sometimes sield larger

estimates of effect size than do posttestonly studies because the pretest ma!
sensitize members of the eperimental
group to the treatment.
Coaching for the SAT. All 14 studies
of SAT coaching used the prctest-posttest design. This design usually- icids
the maximum estimate of the size of an
effect because the treatment effect ma
be accentuated by sensitization from the
pretest. \Vc found. luwcver. that
coaching effects were small on the SAT.
Improvement from pretest to posttst
averaged .36 standard deviations for the
experimuental groups and .21 standard
deviations for the control groups. The
difference beht-el these twho gains. .I *
standard deviations. is the effect attributable to an SAT coaching program. TlKeffect is equivalent to I * points on 'ithe
SAT scale from 2(H0
to 1WK.
Although most SAT' studies found
small effects from coaching. a few' studies produced impressive results. A welldesigned studs by Evans and Pilke
(197=3). for example. yielded sizeable
coaching effects. The study was carried
out bh ETS researchers who were thoroughlv familiar with the SAT items pool
and who des-eloped special coaching
materials for specific item Ihpcs
included in the pool. The Fcdcral Trade
Commission's 1979) coaching studs
also found reasonabli strong gains for
students enrolled in the coaching program offered by the Stanles H. Kaplan
Educational Center.

Coaching for other aptitude tests.
Seventeen of the studies of coaching for
aptitude tests other than the SAT used a
pretest-posttest design. Improvement
from pretest to posttest averaged .6
standard deviations for the experimental
groups and .25 standard dcviations for
the control groups. The difference between these thso gains. .51 standard

deviations, is the effect attributable to
coaching alone. The seven studies that
did not use pretests .ielded a significantl! lower estimate of the size of coaching
effects: scores of coached and uncoached groups in these studies differed
on the average bv .27 standard deviations. On the basis of all 24 studies. sIt
estimated the effect of coaching to be
.43 standard desiations. This effet is
equivalent to a gain in IQ of approximatelc 6 points.
Coaching for Achievement Tests
Coaching programs for achievement
tests were evaluated using both pretestposttest and posttest-onlv designs. The
average effect estimated from pretest81

81

tests in their school admissions deciscores h
.27 standard dcieiations,
roughls cqui-alclit to aibout four points sions. Achievemcnt tests can no longer
on an IQ scale Coachilng with practice be dismissed as unacceptably open to
raised aptitude test scores b .76 stall- influence from progralns of special
dard deviations, cquRisalent to approxi- preparatioln.
matcl\ I1 IQ points. Abouit onc-third of
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Highlights from Research on
t he Effects of Coaching for Tests

In general, coaching improves student scores on achievement and aptitude
tests-including the SAT--but not very much. While the SAT is not invulnerable to coaching programs, only a few students have found impressive results.
Coaching produces the following average gains:
* On the SAT, .15 standard deviations, equivalent to 15 points on the SAT
scale of 200 to 800 points.
* On other aptitude tests, .43 standard deviations, equivalent to a gain in IQ
of approximately six points.
* On achievement tests, .25 standard deviations, or approximately two to
three months on the grade-equivalent scale.
Regardless of which of the three types of tests students are coached for, gains
are greater when students (1) are given a pretest prior to coaching, (2)practice on
tests identical to the criterion tests, and (3) practice more, on a regular schedule,
for a longer period of time.
In addition, high-ability students gain more from coaching programs than do
lower ability students, who may need more explicit instruction.
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